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Mock flag case launches law debates

Feature

By CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
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Hie first in a scries of student
debates in the philosophy of law, entitled "Racism and Ree Speech on
Campus," began Oct 12. The debate
was designed to focus on the conflict
between the values of tolerance and
free speech in the College's Code of
Social Responsibilty.
The mock case put forth before the
student court of appeals was that of
SheilaHansen, studentat theCollege,
vs. Kurt Bach, president of the Judicial Board.
Hansen had been found guilty of
the violationof SectionDC.B.1 of the
Code of Social Responsibility which
states that, "the display or use of
known through a historical context to be racially offensive'' will not be tolerated by die
CoQege, because they may be "based
on racial bigotry" and may "undermine the emotional, physical or ethical integrity of any member of the
community." Hansen had been convicted for hanging a Corifederate flag
in her dormitory window.
Hansen's representatives argued
that she had been wrongly convicted
by the Judicial Board, because Section DC B.1 is inconsistent with the
freedom of speech granted by Section
XJJJ of the Code of Social Responsi- -
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Students debate the Code of Social Responsibility last Tuesday in Lean Lecture Room.
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bility.
They stated that the College"can- not tell Hansen how to interpret the
Confederate flag. 1ven if she does
have views of a racist nature, she is
entitled to them, and the expression of

her view is protected under Section
xmr they said.
By hanging a Confederate flag in
her dorm window, they argued,
Hansen did not directly offend
did she attempt to impose her

well with the lacrosse team's "tight-kn-it
family" composure, he said, and
had shown improvement and potenMemorial services will be held totial asalacrosse player. He was being
morrow in Bethesda, MA, for Andrew Cronin 96, who died in a car switched this year from a midfielder
accidentTuesday en route to Wooster to defense player, Clark said.
This year's lacrosse season will be
from a fall break stay in Michigan's
dedicated in his honor, said Clark.
Upper Peninsula.
DirectccofResidentialLifeDwayne
Described by his lacrosse coach
Tim Park as "dedicated id the things Davis said. "It's obvious that he had
he had going on," Cronin was active many friends from many parts of campus, who greatly valued him and his
in the Student Government Association (SGA) and section Omega Alpha friendship." Davis was a part of one
'
of several meetings that were held this
Tau, as well as men's lacrosse.
representaweek for students dealing with
class
As a sophomore
tive for SGA mis year, Cronin had Cronin's death.
SGA President Lauren Cohen '94
rallied others to attend the October
faculty meeting in which the motion said, "If you asked people in SGA
Seminar was who they thought exhibited the true
to abolish First-Yequalities ofastudent leader, Andrew's
discussed. He wrote in a memorandum to student government mem- -. name was, without fail, at the top of
bers,"We would be fools to think that the list
"He will certainly be missed and
this apathy does notat all start with us,
the passion and drive he brought to
the representadves of the student body.
"Therefore, maybe it is about time SGA will continue to motivate us to
a stance was made, a position taken work to achieve our goals," she said.
According to Jeff Hanna, director
and a message was sent to me comcollege relations, the accident ocof
be
to
going
are
things
that
munity
curred at2:40 pjn. Tuesday near West
different from now on," he wrote.
Branch, Mich. Cronin. who was driva posiCronin was "well-like- d
reing
the vehicle, was traveling
who
Clark,
tive influence," said
on Interstate 75.
southbound
in
fit
He
Wooster.
Cronin
to
cruited
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please see DEBATE, page 2

Anti-KIa- n

rally planned
for tomorrow
By SEAN HARRIS
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Scots lose to Denison

......

views on others.
In response o one of die judge's
questions asking whether Section XIII
should have precedence over Section

any-cn- cr

Accident takes life of student
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Andrew Cronin 96.
A spokesman for the Arenac
County sheriff's office in Michigan
said that Cronin's vehicle went off
the shoulder of the road, swerved
back on and then rolled over several
times. Cronin, along with passenger
Kyle Van Eenenaam '96, was thrown
from the car. Nathaniel Criss '96 and
please see CRONIN, page 2

Ian Burns, a Wooster resident and
Chris Wolfgang '95, held a series of
meetings last Tuesday and yesterday
in an effort to gain support for an anti-K- u
Klux Klan rally scheduled for
tomorrow at 3:30 pan. in Columbus.
The Ku Klux Klan march will take
place in front of the State House.
Scheduled to speak is Thomas Rodd,
Grand Dragon of the Klan.
Literature ranging from the "Socialist Worker" to "Killing the Nazi
Scum"cluttered the floor ofroom 120
in Lowry Center where the meeting
was held. Bums, a member of the
Socialist parry, was successful in gaining the support of 21 students and
faculty members in favor of rallying
against the Klan.
"Confrontation with the Ku Klux
Klan discourages them from being
able to recruit," Burns said. When the '
question of blood shed from a
confrontaion with the Ku Klux Klan
please see KLAN RALLY, page 2
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Debate

News Briefs
NATIONAL
ZanesviOe girt
Two people have been mated in the death of a
found in a wooded area. Muskingum County Sheriff Bemie Gibson says
year-ol- d
Shane Norris of ZanesviQe and a
male were taken into
custody Wednesday. Chrystal Carpenter was found by hunters in the wooded
area Sunday. She had been missing for six days.
The Clinton administration has turned its attention back to health-car- e
reform. In Washington yesterday. fYeskOintonpronioced his health-car- e
economics."
plan as socially responsible, but he also called it
After more than a week of debate over the president's authority as
defense-spendiconimander-in-chief,
the Senate has passed a
bin. An amendment to the bill says the presiderx should seek arjproval
from Congress before sending troops to Haiti, but it doesn't require him to do
so.
A US ship has fired the first shots in an effort to enforce a United Kations
oil and arms embargo against Haiti. The Defense Department says a Coast
'Guard cutler fired warning shots across the bow ofa
merchant ship
yesterday after the vessd refused to change course. The ship was ordered to
turn away from Haiti because the officers who boarded the ship to search its
cargo couldn't inspect all the items.
The Philadelphia Phillies won Game 5 of the World Series last night,
The aches is now 2 in favor of the Toronto Blue Jays.
14-year--

old

1;

17-year--

old

"hard-head-
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INTERNATIONAL
Haiuans are beginning to fed the pinch of the U.N. oil and arms embargo
that went in toeffect early Tuesday. Some gas statiora have shut down and long
gas lines have been forming at others as far as 23 miles south of the capital.
Secretary of State Warren Christopher is in Moscow today, for talks with
Russian President Boris Yeltsin and Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev. He is
scheduled p meet with the two leaders today and tomorrow. Christopher is
expected to convey the Clinton administration's support for Yeltsin and his
political reforms.
National and international news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
wiih information from Wire Services.

Klan rally
continued from front page
came up during the, meeting, Bums
said, "I am supportive of direct confrontation with the Klan
k
has shown suc
cess in the past.

History shows
that you have to

confront these
from

other groups with the same beliefs as
the Klan that make it a much bigger
problem."
In response to the same question.
Burns said, "the Klan has been weakened.

"I'm all for keeping the

speeches

by

far right from organizing President
Clinton howin this country. Klan
organizing equals Klan
violence."

various organizations attended the
meeting, indud-in- g
faculty advis
ers and staff. However, Alan Guantai
95, president of the Black Students'
Association, considers the fact that
only six came to last Tuesday's meeting and 21 for yesterday's meeting to
beMdismaL Even though not everyone knew about yesterday's meeting, enough knew to have a better

Ian Burns

ever, are legitimizing the Klan,

A confrontation
can keep this
from happening.
--

I'm all for

keeping the far right from organizing
in this country. Klanorganizing equals
Klan violence,' Burns said.
Faced with transportation problems.
Bums hopes that the turnout for the
Klan march wffl'orgarazetoacertain
point where the Klan does not even
show up." He expects thatas many as
6JD00 people win attend the rally.
nirrrm.
Prom this rally against the Klan.
T find k hard to stomach a turnout
of only two students that were black. Burns hopes to "demoralize the Klan,
Considering the amount of damage keep them from recruiting and show
movestrength in building
the KKK has inflicted on the
ccrnmunity, I honestly exments."
Departure for the tally against the
pected more nunorities."
When asked if enough has been Klan is scheduled for 1 pjn. in front of
done in this country to denounce the Lowry Center tomorrow. Individuals
Klan, Guantai said, "not enough has interestedmattendmgtheraDyshould
or
been done. The KKK is becoming contact Ian Bums at
more mainstream and there are many Chris Wolfgang at extension 3670. .
African-Americ-

an

anti-racis- m

264-878- 0.

continued from front page
rX.B.l,Hammsiryi esq natives said,
"Yes, because the right to express
views, whether they are agreeable or
disagreeable to others, should be one
of the requirements of an academic
community." According to Hansen's
representatives, the rights given by
the First Amendment ought to be upheld for every American citizen no
matter where they are.
The representatives of the president of the Judicial Board presented
their defense by saying that Hansen's
act was an expression of a racist view
and it was right for her to be convicted. According to them, the imen-tibehind her action was not impcr-tara,the impiicatkra of her action
were.
on
bu

.

--

"Someone may have construed the
hanging of a Confederate flag from a
window as a racial slur, and this may
act as an impediment to a sound intelthey said.
lectual environment.''
"Therefore, the display of symbols
that are racially offensive in a historical context should be abridged."
They went further to argue that an
action or representation could be racially offensive without being motivated by racial bigotry, as is stated in
Section DC B.l. And if it is something that U racially offensive, then it
uridermines the emotional, physical
and ethical integrity of the individual.
According to them, if one went by
die wording of the Scot's Key, no one
should be offended by a person's action or expression. If they are, that

symbol can be forcefully removed.
As far as upholding the First
Amendment rights of American citizens, the president's representatives
felt that the College was a private
institution, not subject to the restrictions of the First Amendment.
After presenting their arguments,
the two sides entertained questions
from the audience. Many of the questions focused on the advisability of.
supressing all symbols, because any
symbol can be offensive to some
group.
One student said, "Exercising the
right to squash the freedom of expression is all right, but one also has to
look at what outcome it might have on
the intellectual environment of the
College."

Security successful Cronin
over fall break

continued from front page

By ANDY DUKER

an excellentjob in securing their prop-

Security forces met with success
ova the fill break period, resulting in
only two reported cases of missing
belongings.
"There were no forced entry break-ins- ,"
said Keith James, director of
security. Regarding the reports be
said, "We had two individuals reporting computers taken from thanoora."
He went on to explain that the two
individuals lived in the same room.
Security is investigating the reports.
Fall break is notas prone to thefts as
other, longer breaks. "Fall break has
never been a break that we pamcu-lar- ry
had a kx of thefts m because it's
a short break and many people don't
leave," James said. He attributes the
fewer thefts in pert to an increased
student awareness. "The people did

erty." He also praised the security
staff for their role in monitoring buildings and other campus suff for their
job of alerting security to unusual
situations.
No specify procedures are put into
place over fan break, although patrols
of the buildings are increased and
they are monitored more closely.
James encouraged students to assist
security in protecting their valuables
over breaks by eiiher engraving mem
or taking them home. He said securing windows and doors and reporting
any security deficiencies in the build-in-g,
such as broken windows or doors,
would also be helpfuL
James said that the best way to help
is "to be conscious of their environment, and share information with us
as soon as k becomes available."

Campaign for the '90s hits
$40 million in revenue
The College formally kicked off
the public phase of its $65 million
campaign Saturday with an armounce-me- nt
by Stanley C Gault, national
chair of Woosters Campaign for the
1990s, that the College has commit-men- ts
for $40 minion toward its goaL
Gauh's announcement highlighted
a Campaign Launch Celebration in
which more than 50 volunteers from
around Los Angeles to Boston came
to the campus to prepare for the
campaign's next stage.
"It is extremely encouraging to be
able to report that we have reached the
S40 million mark," said Gault, chairman of the Board of Trustees and
CEO of Goodyear Tire and Rubber.
"I am confident that with the volun-tre-rs
we have to conduct the next
phase of our effort, we win be suo
cessfuL"
Thecampaign,Gault added, win be
"pivotal m theCcillege's development
in this decade and win provide ibe

investment capital required for
Wooster to remain competitive."
The Board ofTrustees voted a year
ago to launch the largest fundriaising
effort in the College's history with the
goal of $63 million to be raised by
June 30. 1996. The campaign is part
ofa comprehensive effort to raise $85
million by the erid of the decade. Wooster's Campaign for the 1 990s
has targeted four major building
projects: anew library forte College's

of Frick Hall as a science library, the renovation of Severance
Art Building as an art center, and the
renovation of Severance Chemistry
building as a contemporary research
facility. Other campaign goals are
endowmeafundsfarscholarshipsand
faculty positions, for the College's
undergraduate research program and
for campus ministry.
Compiled with information from
NEWSSERVICES

Jeffrey Chandor 96. also passengers
in the car, were injured as welL
According to the sheriffs office
spokesman, an indications suggest
that no seat belts were worn. The
incident is still under investigation,
the spokesman said.
Criss, Chandor arid Van Eenenaam
were treated for injuries at Tdfree
Hospital in West Branch and have
since returned to campus.
In menorandjmjhe campus
cornmuniiy WtdwejdaylDegnofStu-dent- s
Ken Plusquellec urged those
needing comfort and support to contact a counselor at Hygeia or the Office of Campus Ministry.
Plusquellec issued another
yesterday.iriforming the campus community of memorial services
for Cronin at St. Andrew's Episcopal
School in Bethesda, Md., where
Cronin graduated from high school.
The services wifl begm at lpjiu with
internum foUowmg at The Woodside
Cemetery in Brookville, and a

i

memo-randu-

m

Iney.

recep-tknatCromn'sfarrulyrtomeinO-

The rnemcrandum noted that

con-tributi-

ons

may be made to St.
Andrew's Episcopal SchoolArts
Department or Student Conservation
Association. P.O. Box 550, Charics-lon,N.03603.

H,

.

Arrangements for services in
Wooster have notyet been announced.
Compiled with information from
the Akron Beacon Journal
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THRIFT BOUTIQUE
250 W. North, Wooster.
2(2-973-

--

5

Designer Labels

(Polo, J. Crew, The Gap, etc.)!
Quality Jewelry
--

Natural Fabrics

A different type ofplace.
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Wooster Insight
Andrew Cronin
The College of Wooster flag on the tower of Kauke Hall flics at
in
memorial to one of our own. Andrew Cronin was known by many of us, not
only as a classmate, but as an athlete and a student leader as well
Andrew was known for his character and his generosity. He had the idealism
that often characterizes sophomores. Alarmed that faculty had not consulted
students and concerned that student apartiy would be assumed, he rallied and
organized the student presence at the recent faculty meeting that debated
abolishing First-YeSeminar.
Andrew's sudden death is a loss to his friends, family and the Wooster
community. He leaves not only his memory, but his example. It would do him
honor lo cherish them both.
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Computer lab hours
Students returning from fall break Tuesday to complete schoolwork,
found the computer labs at Taylor Hall closed at 4 pjn. This is an
example of the inconsistent hour policy at the Arademk Computer Center.
Fust, it should be noted that ACS hours have recently been expanded until
unex-pected-

ly

4ajn.fivedaysaweektetostnderreqoests.Wh
it is something that the computer center should have publicized on its own.
better and earlier.
Also, it should have been done earlier in the semester. Because of classes or
work during the day, students often must burn the proverbial midnight oil.
Dorms alone have too few computers (most have but one) lo meet the late night
demand. This is a severe problem especiany for seniors who are working on
LS.
Weekend hours still remain problem. Students who need to catch up on
their work during the weekends will have trouble, as the
center closes
at 6 pjn. on Fridays and is only open from noon lo 6 pjn. on Saturdays. On
Sundays, one has lo again wait onnl noon.
The cost of having one student employee for a few more boors on weekends
sbouklbemirnnTal.arperiiapievenorxaaL Students have bad erotic hours,
and most likely will continue lo do so. Computer servkxs. therefore, as other
services, should meet students needs instead of the other way around.
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Has anyone noticed...
r

True, m not the world's most observant person. I will be
the first to admit that, if not the first to notice. It took me two
years to realize that MASH was no longer producing
original shows and only ran in syndication. By the time I
knew who Mini Vanilli was,,
they weren't, and I'm still try
MICHAEL MATTISON m& to figure out where the
Baltimore Colts ran off ta Ignorance may be Niss, but it is
confusing. Occasionally though, my perception becomes
heightened, whether through completely natural means, or
through completely narural means. When this happens I try
and look for certain aspects of life that seemingly should be
obvious, but aren't always seen that way. For insance, has
anyone noticed--.
--that Ted Koppel is running second in the
talk
show ratings game, and be doesn't even have a band?
that Mom's Truck Stop has an inordinate number of
Taylor Dane songs, especially considering the number of
people who listen to Taylor Dane?
some people pronounce "Somalia' with as many syllables as "Vietnam"?
many persons find it necessary to parkin the handicapped
zone outside of Lowry and then walk inside with no problem? (sightings include one ofw Assistant Deans, twice!)
no one seems to live at 433 East University?
Bo Jackson and I had the same batting average for the
American League Championship Series? (DOO)
the maturity level of some people seems to be in an
inverse relationship to the amount of yelling they do at a
television set?
--I would be willing to play for half the money that Bo
does?
--no one really cares about Burt and Loni?
--Andrews Library hasarelaovdy limits supply of mate-ri-al
for anyone considerin g some type of major project, such
as an independent study?
--Jesse Jackscnnasn'treaDycommeruedoru
or aprJogi7fd
for, his comments that insinuated the murder of Michael
Jordan's father was a racially motivated crime, and atternpts
were made to cover it up?
Lowry bagels bounce?
--certain columnists think that a gimmicked approach will
keep readers from noticing that nevermind
not everyone should wear spandex?
--if prefixes are any indication, that the term "congress" is
late-nig- ht

--

ZKfcVcaOaa
A ada?ial

CcWaol oMO

363-g- t,

C-31-

17.

--

--

--

--

the opposite of "progress"?
--Bill Clinton spelled backwards is Not Nilcllib?
A am seriously willing to play for
the
money that Bo does? (Hello, Chicago, are you interested?)
--90210 is NOT real?
--the College never puts on any Sam Sheppard plays?
--there are only 63 shopping days left til Christmas?
maybe Dr. Kevorkian is right, and people who want
to die should be allowed to do so?
--David Cassidy looks old?
people looking back on these times will have to
include "Beavis and
under the heading of
"Culture"?
TJOonedoesashoppmgccnintdowntilThanksgivm
--there is no
from Wisharrrnedlander
to other parts of campus?
--"Apocalypse Now" is an appropriate film for Home-conung?
people who pull fire alarms are somewhere below
amoeba on the evolutionary ladder?
--selling alcohol in a drive-thr- u
might not actually
dissuade someone from drinking and driving?
even withaCinemark theatre, we still lackaselection
of good movies?
--we never have that fruit pizza anymore?
How helpful any of these observations are. I'm not
sure as I've never really noticed. Then again, that might
be too obvious.
one-four-th

--

--

Butt-hea-

d"

--

weD-lighledpa-

th

--

--

--

Michael Maaxson is a Columnist for the Voice.
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Speak Your Mim)

Responses compiled by NAT ML&SHDINE
Photos by CHERYL BECKER

Do you think that thefaculty should be questioning the usefulness of First-Ye;

Seminar?
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ROBIN CRAFT "94:
They, need to question the faculty
participation in it Because if the
teachen doo'tlikeit the snxVcnts aren't
going to like it
CHRISTINE REID 95:
think it provides a lot of
experience in voicing your opinions.
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NADIR KHAN 97:
No. I think it's one of the most useful
courses on campus. I wouldn't have
any chance to have writing or discus-sion anywhere else.

JOE ZIMMERMAN '97:
Sure. If the teachers cWt feel com- -.
forcible teaching the class, I don't
want to be taught be them,

CHAD STRIETER '94:
Nalthinkthestudentsshouldqustion
its usefulness.

MICHAEL GISINGER 95
Yeah. Studentsquestionitenough.
Why shouldn't the teachers?

ATEESHROYE 97:
Sure. They are as much apartof the
debate. It should be an open, fair
debate and maybe that would bring
out the points needed to be judged.

WILL ELMER '97:
Yeah. They certainly have a vested
interest in it

ELISABETH RAMBO95:
Yes, but they should get the students'
opinions also,

" REWAN HUSSION '95:
I personally think it is a very useful
course to start out I mean that's what
a liberal arts education is all about I
think it's good that the theme change
each year.

Students: Think globally, but don't forget to act locally
In the sheltered "cwnrn unity of the college"
campus, problems of hunger and homelessness
are dilemmas which belong to other people in
another world. No one who goes to Wooster has
to worry about where he or she will sleep at night
or where the
'

CAROLINA MIRANDA

next meal will
come from. Hie
College does at--

tempt to increase student
awareness of the
problems in society, particularly through first-yeseminar, where issues of class constitute
oneofthe themes of the course. Despite discussing these problems in an academic environment,
however, students remain largely apathetic to
these issues once they leave the classroom.
As a guest at the Catholic Worker House in
Cleveland this weekend, I had the opportunity to
the problems which inner-cit- y
view
ririghborhoods must face. Located in the Near
neighborWest Side of Cleveland, e lower-clahood, the Catholic Worker House is one of
numerous organizations which provides
services to its residents. Along with
providing free meals and drop-i- n centers for the
homeless, some groups provide support for vic-tiof domestic violence and the tentiinallyill,
among others. Viewing these problems in person, the dire situation of urban America becomes
very real indeed; the campus only emphasizes
the great difference between those who have
more than they need and those who lack basic
necessities.
Thecontraabetweenrhepamper
students hve on campus and the struggles which
otheourKkrgo outside the campus is striking. In
the idyllic, sheltered world of the college campus, problems of hunger and homelessness are
faraway. The world of soup kitchens and cold
ar

up-clo- se

ss

much-need- ed

ms

nights on "the street do not trouble those of the
campus community. A great disparity exists
between a world where people pay thousands of
dcdlars toeducate them-

an alternative to students who wish to make a
difference just by changing their dining habits.
Students who participate agree to eat only soup

The situation is evident in students' relations
with the janitorial staff, thekitchen help, bookstore staffarKlcherstaffmembers on campus.
In dealing with staff members, students often
... and bread on
Tuesday nights behave in a disrespectful and condescending
selves and a world
and donate the manner. In the classroom, the discussion
where people don't Despite earnest discussion
difference to a about treating everybody equally regardless
have food to eat; this
which we, as the leaders
charity organi(disparity in turn creates problems
of race, class or gender is considered imporzation to help tant and one which enhances the atmosphere
a gap which may be too the very nearfuture, must deal with,
feed the hungry. of a liberal institution such as this; put into
wide to bridge.
students remain largely apathetic
In addition to a action by students in everyday situations, the
The difference beonce they leave the classroom.
variety of soups ideal falls short of the reality.
tween eating at Lowry
and breads, there
The academic discussion of social problems
and eating in a soup
are numerous is definitely important If the lessons are left in
kitchen is a prune ex- ample of the excessive consumption which we toppings available; definitely enough to make a ' the classroom, though, they serve no purpose.
have become accustomed to. Unlike the less decent meaL Despite the simple nature of the A popular environmentalist slogan may hold
fortunate who are forced to eat free meals at soup program, however, it can boast of only 350 the key to that which can indeed end student
kitchens, we expect great quantities of food at participants out of a student body of 1,800, apathy about social problems.
"Think Globally, Act Locally," it advises.
every meaL During my stay in Cleveland,! ate according to Wooster Volunteer Network
Megan Werely.
Our academic discussions attest to our ability
at St Malachi's soup kitchen. I had to wait
Students come to Wooster seeking a quality to think about issues. To ensure that those
outside in the cold before I was able to go into the
The liberal arts education which the lessons are not wasted, we must now carry
education.
aningrcxnbecausekwassocrowded
smelly
hcl
inside. Here at Wooster, however, students College promises is designed to help students to them out in our everyday lives. Taken to heart
complain incessantly about the food at Lowry. If critically think about important issues in order by students and others in a small, sheltered
that the students may then contribute something community, this advice can help improve relathe two hot entrees do not meet their specifications, the meal is a failure. Lowry, however, of worth to therest of society. It seems, however, tions on campus and help us in turn to deal with
.
offers enough food in one meal to feed all the as though the quest for knowledge and the the problems in the world around us.
supposed
are
to
which
compassion
students
Carolina Miranda is the assistant
homeless in the near West Side. A meal at Lowry
at the salad bar, pasta share with others is limited to the classroom.
editor for the Voice.
includes
bar. deli bar. and dessert
bar, in addition to cereal
and fruits; yet students
pay
aren't satisfied.
$20000. can't I get anything decent to eat, they
ask, not stopping to think,
even for one moment,
The Voice wants to know!
about those who simply
have no food.
Send your letters to the editor to Box
The SoupandBread program, for example, offers
'

of

of

co-cha-

aD-you-can-

ir

-eat

How...do...you...respoiid?
C-31-

87.
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Women's Resource
Center gets facelift

By JUDY NICHOLS

.

Don of students, It'aanadminis- tntercocventkxally regarded as one
that cones into contact with only the
best and went of saxkxits. Docs such
a stereotype hold true for Wcosters
dean of students?
Not so. uys the College of
Wooster'i Dean of Students Ken

V

t

ry

.

7tu

en

I
(

1

t

sto-de- nt

sta-dr-

1

lesponsi-buiues.rTusqijellecsJaoCrrfsti-

ct

one-on-o-

opportunity to join together and walk
in an effort to increase awareness
about sexual assault. The center is
also planning on working with other

The women's resource center at
Wooster began in 1975 as an active
support group for women and their
interests. This year, however, the
organisation hopes to expand beyond
itspaainvorvernem and beexxne more

all types of reasons on a given day.
One of the most
fr.A"tf for
meeting wiih students, he said, is sun-pto help "beat wfca questions or
&
problems that Cry mi
not know
1. . 7
where to take elsewhere. Often he is
able to refer them to the appropriate
personnel, or can act as a
t.
with other ailminititatcis to resolve
the question or problem.
Of this role as a sort of "director of
trafc,"Pbaqoe!lec said, That's the
role I enjoy rocs
is being available
to students and being able to help
i
them."
PtoaqoeDec also comes into contact with many members of the
body through his role as orga-niz-er
photo by AARON TEICHNER
ofParents Weekend. His overDean of Students Kcsi PlusqneDec leads busy days by Interacting with
sight of over seven administrative both students and administrators.
nt
bodies including international
affairs.b'ark smdmt afTairsjesi-denti- al into the "right" people often means latr.. quite charrning."
life and homing, career develWiih such broad contact with stuget more done in that time"
that
opment and placement, Lowry Cendents, does PhaqueDec delve at all
than some others, be said.
ter and student activities, health and
into the typical besMtudentwarststu-den- t
la the midst of such busy
cqnvJirig services, security andcanv
dealings?
1
pos minutries
provides him be the assistant swim coach for the
"I don't think anybody likes to deal
wiih numerous uv tnuities to inter-sCollege. The
contact with with disciplinary problems."
with diverse sectors of the student
members of the swim team, he said, Phoquellec said, referring to the acabody.
gives him cyportunitirs that be en--jc demic problems and other concerns
About W to V of his day m spent
to experience a diflerea type of be addresses as needed. He noted,
sa bis cfLce, Pfcaqurljec said. workii fii acnon with students.
however, that "99 percent" of the
ing with other aiViiiiiiu asms and
S och interaction, in turn, gives Lim
problems are resolved, often resultmeeting wfch smtfrnrt. He also makes a clearer idea of student concerns
ing in a good dialogue between him
a point of condirting meetings in that at times can aid him in his respon-- and the student
others offices, since "it gets me out.
Through it an, PlusqueQec said,
It gets toe into contact.'
as
body
whole,
student
a
the
Of
Tve really enjoyed everything I've
ve given a lot
Just walling across campus. PmsqueQec said. "Wooster can be done at the College.
Ptaqoeflec said, presents opportuniproud of its ihnirnt body. Our stuof my life to this place, and I have a lot
ties to conduct beenrsa. Running dents are very caring bright, aruca- - of affection Cor k."
go-betwe-

will give female students the

By SARAH WALTON

PlusqueHec, who rsrirnatrd that be

c"
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meto

ne

r

widely-

-

recognized on
campus. To do
this, changes have

been made to
open op the

women's organizations here at
Wooster like the Black Women's
Organization, the Women's Athletic
Association and

.

"We haven't organized

with

Studiesto

Program

center, and thafs exactly
to all students, what it is a center
for .
the
under .
direction
of aU women, regardless of
their political beliefs."
Carrie Young 96,
Megan Stephen
Carrie Young
center's facilities

.

96aiidStephame

tion

trying to reach

.

.

.

This library is openMonday through'
Thursday from 7 pjn. to 9 pm, but if
a student needs access to the collection
at another time, the directors are more
than willing to let you in at any time if
you get in touch with them.
The group also holds a weekly
meeting, open to anyone, at 7 pan.
every Wednesday in Luce's formal
lounge. In this comfortable and open
amxaspherc, problems are discussed
either on rxrsonal or more general
levels. This spring, the Women's
Resource Centerwia organizeaTake
Back the Night" march, an after-darmarch for female students. This march
k

past

male-bashi- ng

on topics ranging from visual arts and
poetry to political sciences and law.
The center's library contains books
ranging from the likes office Women,
byLouisaVlAkxxtlo feminist Gloria
Steinem's recent book Revolution

from Wilhin.

the center's
members are

raeconceived notions about thecenter
and its "mission." The most common
assumption is that the center is only
for bra burning,
radical
feminists. According to Young, this
idea could not be farther from the
truth. "The Women'sResourceCenter
does not hate men; it hates sexist
attitudesand the oppression thatresults
from these and wants to work towards
the elimination of these attitudes in

extensive
of the
center's library. This library contains
broad range of literature with books
re-organiza-

bring women's
issues speakers
to campus.
' Beyond these
improvements,

beyond

The most significant change is the

the

Women's

a

'radical feminist center
but a women's resource

Muntzel95.

-

,

mx.Kj YAW. . j . .
"It s important that students
understand that you don't have to be
a radical feminist to use the center.
A lot of women today are afraid to
affiliate themselves with the feminist

movement because of negative

arodatcd with it This
is a valid concern that we at the center
recogni7e and wish to alter through
the expansion of our services. We
haven't organized a 'radical feminist"
ceriterbutawornen's resource center,
and that's exactly what it is - a center
for aU women, regardless of their
cxiTncitanVxa

It's back to reading writing and arithmetic . . .
Adopt-arscho-

program sends Wooster students back to elementary school

ol

By SUSAN lIvTrTSTOCX

they expressed." Theadvisor
k
Council. Bob
Rodda. said, "We're doing whatever
the teachers are Interested in."
The students wfl be Eling a wide
variety of roles. Some win be serving
as tutors in subjects such as reading,
macx writing,and tdrnceona weekly
basis. Chm win work as coaches for
tfsc needs

to the

As many as lOOCcBegeofWooster

students will be going back to
elementary school this year. As
volunteers, that is. They will be

participating in the

Inter-Cree-

k

program.
Council's Adopt- This is a new program lo cur campus
and is being eagerly anocipatrd by the
students both here at the coCege and at
Wayne Elementary School.
The program win allow college
A-Sch-

ool

students to volunteer in several
Lisa Osumoeller, the
student coot dinator of tfaeprojrrt, said,

capacities,

"Weapproached the school and asked
them what we could da They gave us
a ton of ideas and we are taking care of

Inter-Gree-

Science Oryrrrpiaci.wcrkwimsti
on outdoor education on the 16 acres

that Wayne elementary has, help with
the Medieval Fair, Spring Frolic, or
Earth Week. Students who know a
foreign language, have a special skin
such ssbegprpeplaymg, or wbo come
from another state may come and
make presentations to a class.
Osterm ue Her
and Rodda

emphasiyed the many benefits mat
they feel win come aboutas a result of
this program. OstermoeDersaid.Itis
sow intensity but with high rewards.
Even after a couple of weeks you've

established contact and can be
inspiring mem. We're looking tor
students who want to be role models."
Kirk Tkidrn.rhe principal cfWayne
Elementary, is also excited about the
benefits. He said. The kids will get
one on one and smaH group attention.
There are some children that really
need somebody to care for them. We
really appreciate the fact that the
college students want to adopt us,
knowing that (college) can be a very
busy time in our lives."
Jennifer Nachmib,94, who wifl be

teaching beginning French to first
graders, said, "It's a great oypcMtunity

togetinvormlwimtheccfTunaniry.l
think a lot of people don't think that
the Greeks do that much and this is a
great chance tor us."
The program has been in the
planning and organizing stages and
win begin to be implemented soon
with the kick off date being today.
Many of the volunteers have met with
the teachers to discuss specific ways
to help and final coordinations are
being taken care of. Wooster will be
joining 85 other schools who also
participate in this program, which is

sponsored by
Interfraternity

the National
Conference.

Ostermueller said, "Wooster is the

only school of this size and nature to
be involved." The program was
piloted by Miami University and
maintains its goal that by making a
sustained commitment to school
teachers, administrators, and the
children, college students can truly

makeadiffererxmthelifeofachild.
Rodda and Ostermueller are both

looking forward to the program
growing and changing to fit the needs

of the school as the needs change.
Ostermueller said, "Our long term
goal is to let more schools into the
program but we want to take it slow
this semester." If anyone would like
more information or would like to get
involved, call either Rodda or
Ostermueller.
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Kememcerinig simpler days gone by . . .
Wooster Train Show brings
Thelittiebkndetoyktbetaseball
cap walked chattering beside bis
mother toward the parking lot, excitedly swinging the large box he carried in a plastic bag. How cute, I
thought, aliuleboyandhis toy train
an apt vision to confront as
Ien-teredtheWcxKtcrTrainandTo-

yShow

at theOrikjAgriailmral Research and
Development Center., v
I bad never been to a tram show
before. I know tram collecting is a
serious hobby for some adults, but,
call me crazy, I still connected the
idea of a "tram and toy show" with
children . in my mind. I was m for a
surprise. . :
:
Upon entering Fisher Auditorium
andeetthur mv hand stanmedbv one
et the two erimiinff cAA mm at the

oT,IqukJdyrealizedtelit& Monde
laiucpuruugMJiaiusiisivcicu quuc
outofplace,ashehadtohavebeenthe
only male undertbirty in the crowded
room before me. No, wait I spotted
one who looked to be around ten over
there in the comer, and a baby just
passed by in a stroller wheeled by
his dad, of course, who iriade a bee- line for the Pepsi train set display.
i passed Guxe ancr bdk ot rains
and toy vehicles. I had never seen so
many toyswun wlmompjaoe,,
before. But what I found most
were the people so engrossed
in these toys. There were no young
uuer-esti-

ng

acesandvoicescaIlingouuMMcmmy,

can I get tail Please?" but instead
balding heads bent in silent examina-tk- n
adoration, I thought of the
loys.
I was mazed by all the grown
menall types and classeswho

were so seriously perusing and ban- -'
dling the miniature cars and farm vehicles. I stopped next to a group of
rmdeiteaged men clustered in front of
a table full of Hot Wheels. Was it
simply nostalgia? But, I thought, 7
had owned Hot Wheel cars as a little
girl ( yes, I was the rare female who
had a Hot Wheel carrying case) and I
didn't feel inexplicably drawn to the
, display. So, I concluded, reempha- - .
sizing my own malefemale stereo-typeit must be a nostalgia for boyhood.
Why does it seem so many middle-age- d
and older men go through such
a nostalgia, a rekindling of affection
for childhood toys? V
".For example, take my dad, who
. happens tobeone of those males who
has lately shown a great interest in
electric train' sets. I can date this
"nostalgia'' back to over ten years
ago, when he wasinhis forties and for
birthdays we would get him those
miniature car sets mat you put together with glue and paint with a little
brush. He asked specifically for the
Corvette, and then the Ferrari.
The tram interest began two years
ago and since then he has constructed
tiny towns with houses and little
people for the train my mom got
him for Christmas to pass through.
while, watching him situate a
Oi
factory into hb train territory, I
asked him why the whole train thing
appealed to him now, at age
He shrugged a little sheepishly
and said,! don't know I always
wanted one as a boy J
Standing in the train show room, I
wastbinkmgofmydad'sanswerwhen
I overheard two men next to me exclaiming ow a Corgi tank display.
s,

$50, or best offer!
For more

informa-

tion, contact the
Voice office at

extension 2598.
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fifty-seve- n.
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Trains, planes, and automobiles! Little boys of aO ages scrupulously examine a wide variety of railed
transportation. Ironically, The Wooster Train and Toy Show attracted more old men than young boys.

1

had this one Corgi tank I don't
see it here that was great," I heard
one say enthusiastically. "It shot real
bullets." At that moment, I heard so
perfectly the voice of an
boy, even though the body standing there must have been closer to
thirty, boasting over a prized possession. Aruil thought cifafl these men
going to work everyday and being
husbands, fathers and grandfathers.
eight-year-o-

ld

Douglass Hall to host
"Fireside Chats'9

Douglass Hall will be hosting a year-lon- g
"Fireside Chats: A Series of Student-Facult- y

program entitled
Discussions."

The program will commence next Tuesday, Oct 26, when
Pam Frese, associate professor of sociology and anthropology,
presents "Ghosts and the Stories We Tell About Them. All
rfryamiom will be held in Douglass Lounge from7-9pj- 3.
AH members of 'the

campus community

stuaents,faculty

and staff are welcome.

Greeks & Clubs

CLASSIFIEDS

RAISE UP TO $ljD00 IN
JUST ONE WEEK!

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

For your Fraternity, Sorority or
Club. Prus $1,000 for yourself!
just for
And a FREE
calling.
T-SHI- RT

ext. 75.

photo by ANDREA KIBBY

.

--

1-80O-93-

. Having trouble
locating a copy of
MS Word 5.1?
You're in luck, one
new version is
available for sale.

lllWlrg-

-

Microsoft Word

v.5.1

..r

Earn $500-- $ 1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes.
RUSH $1X0 with
SASEto:
GROUP FIVE, 57 Greentree Dr
Suite 307, Dover, DE 19901.
For details

and still having this need to reclaim
their youth, for that's what I believed
them to be doing at a show like this.
Sure, they can dress it up like the
trains and toys are simply valuable
collector pieces and they can display
seemingly more "manly" toys like
the Budweiser Racing Truck but, I

thotighth'sthelirtkboysinthemthat
respond to these toys, not me mature
men.
,.
-

.-

UZ PUTERBAUGH

2-O52S,

By

a taste ofa bygone era to OARDC

Aslwatchedagrayingmanpickup

a Hot Wheel truck and look so seri-

:

ously at it, I imagined he was fighting
the urge to "Vyrrmmmmm" it along
the tabletop.
As I walked out of the Wooster
Train and Toy Show that day, I noticed a man walking in front of me
lightly swinging a plastic bag. How
cute, I couldn't help thinking, alittle
toy ami his toy train.

The following is the list of winners in the

"UNSCRAMBLE AND WIN"
Crime Prevention Week Contest
Shafayetlmam
PriyaSatow
JoannaBohl
Francesco. Maxarenhas
Elinor Coburn
Matt Schaefer
,

--

Everyone came away from this contest a winner now that we
all know how to prevent campus crimes.
We all know now that "90 of all campus crimes are crimes
opportunity."
C
...

Letfs remember this fact and try to reduce the incidence of
campus crime by diminishing the opportunity for it to occur.

Thanks to everyone who participated in crime prevention
week!

Wecppreciatodyourtelpta
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;
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David Rosssll Iddks offi WSO season
4
To help kick off ibe
classical guitarist David
1993-199-

SeaSOO,

Russell will perform wfch theWooster
Symphony Orchestra (WSO) oo
Wednesday, Oct 27 at McGaw

Chapel
Russell will be the goest soloist for
the performance of "Concierto de
Aranjuez" for guitar and orchestra by
the 20th century Spanish composer
JoaqunRodrigo. The evening's program also includes Brahms' Symphony Nd 2 in D Majcr and Beach's
Brandenburg Concerto No3 in O
Major.
A native of Scotland, Russell was
raised on the Spanish island of
Menorca. At the age of 16, be began
studying at London's Royal Academy of Musk with Hector Quine.
Upon graduation, he won the Julian
Bream Guitar Prize twice and was
sponsored by the Spanish government to study with Jose Tonus in
Santiago de Compostela, Spain.
RusseQ has also won many international competitions, including the

Alicante, Jose Ramirez, Andres
Segovia, as well as Spain's most prestigious Francisco Tacega Competition in Benicasim. In 1979, be became one of the Greater London Art
Association's "Young Musicians of

London."
After hearing Rnssefl'sperfbrmace,
composers such as GtddoSantorsola,
Jorge Morel, Francis Kkynjans, and
Carlo Domeniconi have dedicated
works to him.
The classical guitarist now spends
moaofhis time taxing EuropeJ'feflh
America, the Middle East. South East
Asa. and Africa. He also performs
regularly in London, Amsterdam,
New York and Madrid, and has made
several recordings, inostrccentlywim
Tclarc International.
During his stay in Wooster, David
Rnssellwfflalsopieser a masterclass
for guitar students at the College.
Tickets for the performance are $6.
They areavauable inadvanceatLowry
Center information desk or at the door
the evening of the event The event is
sponsored by Cultural Events Com.
mittee, Office of the Dean of the Faculty and Students Activities Board.
The WSO enters its 78th season of
presenting the symphonic repertoire,
performing works from the baroque
r"
through the contemporary eras. WSO
is conducted by Jefferey Lindberg
and is comprised of more than 70 area
provided by NEWS SERVICES
residents and students at the College. '
one
is
greatest performers of
David
Russell
considered
be
today's
of
to
Compiled with information from
--

-

I

the rialral guitar.

pressrelease

Eddie and Kurt: smells like grunge spirit
WCWS CD REVIEW
By GRAIG MEYER

It's apparent oo the new albums
from the kings of the Seattle sound.
Nirvana's "In Utero" and Pearl Jam's
"Vs," that they are both trying to
reconcile their fame and angst-filV-d
backgrounds through their music
Both albums are filled with puns and
jabs about their situations. They are
also filled with music that tries to
conquer their popular repnarirm.
It would be a good bet to say that
neitherbandwouldapply uV."grunge"
moniker to these albums. They keep
to the roots of their musical backgrounds and attempt to stretch their
understandings of where their music
came from. "In Uiero" is tinged
throughout with classic punk sounds,
and Pearl Jam is full of plain old
rock'n'roll. The key to success for
these bands was their ability to create
pop
a power-packstaple like "Smells Like Teen Spirit"
or "Jeremy." The new albums will
test the boundaries of pop culture's
listening ear. as neither is as radio
friendly as "Nevennind" or "Ten."
"In Utero" is a looser and riskier
album thanTJevermind." Its rhythms
pound you and the rombmanm of
anger and enjoyment in Kurt Cobain's
voice is palatable. The production of
Steve Albini (Big Black, Smashing
backPuinpkins) and the punk-roc- k
ground leave thealbum scuruiing raw.
However, it is also very tight and it is
ed

four-minu- te

vintage Replacements.'
The most interesting songs on the
album may be
Me" and Trances Farmer Will Have
Her Revenge On Seattle," both of
which mock the band's exalted position. "Rape Me" is, on the surface, an
anti-rasong with the victim of an
acquaintance rape taunting their attacker "Rape me, my friendI'm not

appweni that Nirvana has turned into
one of the most developed power-triever. Cobain's voice works best
when it blends in with the fuzzy
melody of his guitar that typifies the
grunge sound. Dave Grohl's drums
are the unexpected kicker on the album, pounding through all the other
sounds but still remaining
Finally, the deep and mysteri-

os

tbeback-to-back"Ra-

pe

self-contain-ed.

ous bass
lines of

Chris
Novoselic

give the

pe

the

"Teenage angst has paid off weW
Now I'm bored and old."
Cobain, "Serve the Servants"

songs the
cohesive- ness they need.
The album leads off with Cobain
singing "Teenage angst has paid off
wellNow I'm bored and old," in
"Serve the Servants." Its momentum
leaos right iruo the bclomless Denuding of drumsandguitariiffaof'Scenl-les- s
Apprentice." (This song has the
best lyric on the album: "Like most
babies smell like butter.") If the first
two songs are meant to scare off the
pop aficionados in the audience, their
Box," may
successor, "Heart-Shapbe the only hope of bringing them
back. It follows the classic Nirvana
pattern of a soft first verse that quickly
turns up the power when itreaches the
chorus and doesn't turn back. The
mixing of "Heart Shaped Box" and
"AH Apologies" by Scott Liu of
RJLM, fame, makes them the catchiest tunes on the album, especially
with the celloandguitaron "AD Apologies" hinting at a touch of RJLM. and
ed

only

one.

When it
kicks off
with those
oh-s- o
fa- -

miliar

.

chords from"Smells UkeTeen Spirit"
you can'thelp realizing that Cobain is
mocking his band's relationship with
the music industry, press, and fans.
"FrancesFaraier" honors the band's
hometown actress who was persecuted, institutionalized, and eventually assaulted while in "treatment"
Again, the allusion is apparent. Also
check out "Very Ape," a classic
"grunge" song with lyrics like "I am
buried up to my neck inContradictory lies" and "If you ever need anything please don't hesitateTo ask
someone else first"
Pearl Jam had big shoes to fill with
their sequel to one of the biggest and
best debut albums ever, "Ten." The
album has plenty of powerful rock
tunes and more inspired lyrics from
Eddie Vedder, but it is just not as
creative as the first
The band shines most on the softer
songs that follow the tone set by the

track "Crazy Mary; they COTUTbutcd''
to the "Sweet Relief" benefit album.
"Daughter" tops the album with its
acoustic guitar and constant cymbal
hit "Elderly Woman Behind the
Counter in a Small Town" also features acoustic guitar and rxautiful bass
line. Vedder"s voice comes across
beautifully against the simple rhythmic background.
Most of "Vs." is hard rocking with
strong and steady rhythms and Vedder
consistently stretching his voice to an
While none
kiipassioned
of the songs come close to the quality
of previous songs like "Alive," there
are several standouts. "Go," the first
single, has a great intro, a quick break,
and a pounding rhythm that doesn't
climax until the final drum roll.
"Leash" is a former Hve favorite which
has never before been recorded. It
embraces the band's fellow troubled
youth and then tells them to do it on
their own arid "Drop the leash." The
most powerful and lyrically loaded
may be "Blood" with Vedder screaming "It's my Blood!" It also includes
the line "Painted BlackTurned into
one of his enemies." an obvious allusion to the popularity of the song
"Black" which Vedder never wanted
near-screa-

m.

to get as popular as it has.
The largest problem with this album is that it is a let down after "Ten,"
but just about anything would have
been. The album is worm picking up
if you are a Pearl Jam fan and will be

contentthatthisisn'tacloneoTTen."
However, I doubt if you will be listening to it much in two years.

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 22
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
TTS A FIESTA"
Happy Hour in The Underground from 5 pjn.-73- 0
pjn.

ScaSpixitBcnre,7pjn.near

the baseball field. Don't miss out
on this chance to cheer on all the
Fall Sports teams. Free Fiesta
Cups!
.
Homecoming Concert: 8p.m.,
McGaw Chapel. The Blenders
wfll keep you rocking with their
four-pa- rt
a capella harmonies.
Scot Lanes brings you the Red
Pin SpeciaL 9 pjn.-- l 1 pjn. Win
free games. '
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
Homecoming Parade begins at
1230p.m. in Memorial Walkway
and ends at the football stadium.
e
Senior Recognition,
at the football game. Free commemorative brass keychains will
be given out to all Seniors.
Film; "Apocalypse Now," 730
pjn. & 10 pjn.. Mateer, $1. 'Inspired by Joseph Conrad's book,
"Heart of Darkness." Francis Ford
half-tim-

and madness of the Vietnam War.
Homecoming Dance, Lowry
Center Ballroom, 10 pjn.-- l am.
dress is preferred.
Moonlight Bowling in Scot
Lanes from 11 pjn.-123-0
ajn.
Free shoe rental.
Semi-form- al

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 24
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
Classic Film: "Hearts of Darkness." 730 pjn, Mateer Auditorium. Free. This film chronicles
the filming of Saturday's film,
"Apocalypse Now."
MONDAY. OCTOBER 25
Videopinball tournament begins. 7 pjn. in Scot Lanes. Register at Scot Lanes.
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 26
Video Night "A Clockwork
Orange." The Underground, 130.
8 pjn. Winner of the New York
Film Critics Award for best vision
of the near future based on Anthony Burgess chilling novel.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27
Comedy Night in the Underground starring Renee Hicks. 10
pjtu.S.75. Renee Hicks will keep
you laughing with herquestionings
of perceptions, preconceived notions, and personal quirks.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28
Loving Life Jewelry Sale. 10
ajn.-- 7 pjn., Lowry Lounge.
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Movie review from "A" to "Z" JC
By ANNA K. von UNWERTH

.

I
The success rate of
I . cinematic psycho thrill- I
era in America has al- -

'

ways remained some
what of a phenomenon,
and understandably so. After all,most
of them contain the same ingredients:
animalistic sex, ample graphic violence, and always some monologue
which gives each film, no matter how
ajrnrnoo and overused the plot, worth
shelling out $5 for. The current box
office hit "Malice," starring Nicole
Kidman, Bill Pulman, and Alec
Baldwin, is no exception. Like most
tear your hair out, peek through your
fingers films, with the exception of
certain classics like "Cape Fear" and
"Silence of the Lambs," this film is
acted well enough, contains enough

eery music, and induces many
screams, but containsnny loopholes
and seemingly irrelevant subplots.
The story line changes drastically
halfway through the film and a completely new and unique one emerges.
One "bad guy" is dealt with only fix
the audience to discover that his role
in the film is minor and only serves to
account for the technicalities of the
true scandalous plot
In the film, I was very confused by
the almost telepathic powers of both
of the leading men. Both seemed to
be so intelligent that they could figure
out what was going to happen without
cluesMan'y of theihbdeiits which
develop the plot occur merely because of the seemingly psychic powers mat the characters possess. The
mysterious surgeon, played by Alec
Baldwin, who is forced to perform

surgery on his friend's wife, is made
reference to as Satan throughout the
film with focuses on his sinister eyes
and cliche expressions like "speak of
the devil," five seconds before his
entry to the scene. Still, it is difficult
to comprehend just how the good guy
school dean. Bill Pulman, is able to
figure out how to apprehend the psychotic Kidman with almost no foresight Perhaps the whole film is one
big metaphor for the battle between
good and evil, God and deviL In this
light Kidman's character is viewed
as man taken over by inherent desires
within the id.
The cinematography in the film is
typical HoUywood thriller material:
views of waves crashing against huge
rocks, close-up- s
of malicious faces,
and the return of the camera's focus to
one object in this case a figurine
fashioned after one of Degas' dancers. The music too, induces the
audience's fear with slow moaning
sounds which becomes more andmore
frenzied with the thickening of the

plot
S till, for mis genre of movie, I think
it is a relative success and I would be
lying ifl said I did not enjoy it Nicole
Kidman is positively wicked as Bill
Pulman's deceptive and greedy wife,
and I would go see the film again if
only to see Alec Baldwin give his
speech about the inherent
in many surgeons. The audience
will definitely be kept on the edge of
their seats, burying their faces in their
neighbors arm, and that is the point of
these films, isn't it? IH give this a
thumbs up, not because of any cinematic brilliance, but because it is a
fun thing to see this time of the year..
God-compl- ex

ByZACH VEILLEUX

.

Malice. A "desire to
cause pain, injury, or J
tress to another." I went
into "Malice" expecting
one of those that damn
guy won't go away movies that were
sopcpularacoupleof years ago ("Cape
I

dis-n-

Fear," "Unlawful Entry," "Dead
Calm," Tacific Heights," etc.).
I was mildly disappointed. Classiit leaned more
fied as a psycho-thrille-r,
towards the psycho than die thriller.
No bad guysjumping out from behind
bushes here. But mat's not to say it
was bad. It was two
enjoyable hours of fast paced entertainment
Bill Pulman, who I've never heard
of before, did a good job playing a
moderately successful college dean happily married to
Tracy, played by Nicole Kidman.
minutes of the
The first forty-fiv- e
movie led one to believe the movie is
abouta serial rapist'sattackonasmall
rural campus. But for better or for
worse, that plot was dropped halfway
through the movie, and after a
yet mostly disappointing
scene, nothing more about the rapist
was ever heard.
Meanwhile, a likeable bad guy was
brewing in the form of Alec Baldwin.
He plays an arrogant young doctor
who gets just a hole bit too confident
for his own good. He becomes fairly
close to thedean and his wife, and then
bad things start happening. The rest of
the movie becomesaquest for the true
bad guy.
The supporting cast includes none
other than Bebe Neuwirth,of"Cheers"
action-packe-

d,

mild-mannere- d,

semi-clima-tic

fame, who does a fairly good job as
the detective, although she is basically Lilith Crane minus the psychology degree.
Sounds innocent enough, no? And
to a point it was. It was going along
just fine, showing all the promise of
being a truly crafty edge of your seat
thriller until the end. The characters
seemed to get so caught up in their
evil plans that they broke character
just to be bad. It became unrealistic
and I found myself just not taking the
movie seriously anymore. And we
wereleftwithnoexplanation for how
the final climatic scene even came

about
Lookmgbackc4iuMalice,"I started
kicking myself (figuratively, of
course) for not having seen where
this was going much earlier. It's one
of those movies that you will sit patiently through, get fairly involved in,
but then come out of the theater with
a puzzled expression on your face,
wondering whether the characters had
a sixth sense that could determine
what happened in scenes they were
not part of. I left Movies 10 stammering to an inattentive empty parking
lot, wanting to know exactly what
just happened.
So it was an enjoyable outing. It
was a smooth cinematic work, at least
I found no real errors. Ithadevery-thin- g
it needed to be, not a
blockbuster, but maybe one of those
movies that everybody sees at the
slightly run down theater for $1.50.
And while it might not clean up at the
Oscar's, it will be one of those that
everybody has seen anyway. All in
all, I give it a slightly hesitant thumbs
box-offi- ce

up.

big-tim-

RudyPG

pm, 3:20 pm, 5:40
p.m., 8 p.m., 10:20 p.ra
The Program R
1:35 pm, 4:15 pm, 7:20
1

--

pm,

10 p.m.

Demolition Man R

pm, 3:45 pm, 7:05

1:05

pm, 9:45 p.m.
Malice R

1:20 pm, 3:30

pm, 5:40

pm, 7:50 pm,

10:10

pm

Mr. Jones R
1 pm, 3:20 pm, 5:45

pm, 8:05 pm,

10:20

pm

Judgement Night R

1:05 pm, 3:25 pm, 5:45
pm, 8:05 pm, 10:20 pm

Man Without a Face
PG-1- 3

pm, 4: 10 pm, 7
pm, 9:35 pm
1 : 15

The Fugitive

PG-1- 3

1:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:10

pm, 9:50 pm

Mr. Nanny PG

1:40 pm, 3:55 pm, 5:50
pm, 7:45 pm, 9:55 pm

The Good Son R

1:50 pm, 3:50 pm, 5:50
pm, 7:55 pm, 10.O5 pm

Halfoween special:
Nightmare Before
Christmas R
Midnight, Oct. 29, 30

The Blenders perform at Homecoming
The Blenders create their music
based on the belief that human voices
are the most potent powerful and passionate musical instruments in the
world. Their incredible voices can be
heard at the hundreds of concerts they
perform each year as well as on their
debut album, "Totally Whipped."
Critks have ravedabout the group's
sound which
amazmgry-fuDbodie-d
often lulls the listener into forgetting
they're not hearing the accompaniment of instruments.
gig was
The Blenders first e
being the opening band for Bobby
Vee, John Bauser of ShaNaNa and
Peter Noone of Herman's Hermits.
Since then they have played on bills
with groups like The Nylons, The
Qxnmodores and Village People.
"We might do something like
'Don't Worry Be Happy in a
style just to make it different," explains Kasper. "We do a
little bit of everything in our show."
The Blenders will perform at the
Homecoming concert at McGaw
Chapel at 8 pjn. Oct 21
Compiled with information from
press release
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Open auditions for

1

-

l"Ws

...

1

THE SCOT
SYMPHONIC BAND
November

15-1- 7

Auditions will consist of a solo or an
etude of student's choice
demonstrating hisher ability on the
instrument. The Soot Band welcomes
all majors and has a limited supply of
instruments to loan.

country-w-

This year's activities will include a
10-dtour to New York City and

estern

ay

Boston!
courtesy ct1 CGWTOWN kjCORM
together in late 1990. The
Rust
Lance
Darren
Ryan
and
Kasper,
Tim
Dunkirk,
Paul
Fate and musk bring
p
to pop,
classic
from
everything
including
spectrum
across
a
broad
stretches
Blenders repertoire
jazz.
country,
and
soul,
rock,
doo-woo-

For more information and scheduling
of an audition time contact:
David Cleveland, Director of Bands,
Rm. 218 Scheide Music Center
263-205-

2
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Scots defeat Case,
face Tiffin tomorrow

do you really think you can,.

Lady Scots
getting closer

Beat the Experts

Although the Lady Scot volleyball team has yet to win a
North Coast Athletic Conference match this season, they are
getting closer and closer.
Wooster extended Case Western Reserve to four games (15--

"Paul came op big for us on that
opportunity." said Nye.
"He met Ruegseggtr just in time before the shot would have been past
him and into the net."
Woostercouldconsideritselflucky
even to have reached overtime. The
regulation was dominated by Case.
Wooster struggled all day with the
slick playing field. In fact, the Scots
did not get their first shot on goal in
the second half ontH eight minutes
were left.
While the Scots defeated Messiah
on Saturday, Wooster win most certainly remember their come frorn behind tie against MiQersviQe on S y.
ono-on-o-

October 221993
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ne

3.

15--

14-1- 6,

5,

Eariham to five games
15-1- 1.

15-1- 2,

13-1- 5.

and

15-1- 1)

(9-1-5,

in
over the

15-1- 2)

an NCAC
weekend.
As a result, Wooster now
overall and 4 in
stands at
the NCAC with five matches
remaining in the regular season.
tri-mat-ch

0--

5-- 19

In Week Four. Tom Wilson '97
won the $5 first prize for the second
time this season, making him the first
contestant to do so. Wilson's 16--3
record was good enough for the victory. Expert of the week Mark Hugh
Other
compiled a record of 14-- 5.
winners were Peter Hahn 95 and
Blake Hildner 95. who both bad 15-- 4
marks, mall, a mere three out of 11
were able to beat the experts in Week
Four.
This week, John Firm is the expera
of the week. John, the Sports Information Director of the College of
Wooster, has an overall record of
third among the five experts.
55-2- 4,

EXPERT OF THE WEEK:
John Finn
Last Week 14-- 5
OveralL 4
55-2-

AiLatN.OrieaM

Syracuae at Mlaaal

Bff.N.Y.Jcu

UNCatVirjinia

Gn. at Haaato
Pitt, at Cleveland
G.Bay at T.Bay
Hweoix at Saa Fraa.

USC at N. DaaM
Pia at WW
Ohie St. at Purdue
Alabama at Miia.

Detroit at Ram
Wb.atMinneMU
N. England at Seattle AnnyatBC
Kentucky at Ga.
bdyatMbaal
Minnesota at Cat.
OUa.St.at Iowa Sl

in-da-

SteelersBrowns renew rivalry

The game was dominated by
MuTersviHe from start to finish. They
scored their first goal 35 minutes into
the first half. Then six minutes into
the second half, the Marauders' made
it 2-- 0 nothing when they beat Elliott
with a shot that sailed past him from

25 yards away.
But as has been their character all
season, the Scots did not give up.
Down two goals with less than 15
minutes toplay, Wooster charged back
to score two goals within two minutes
of each other.
Damon Rossi '96 scored his third
rJien
goal of the year to make it
Leonard tallied his fourth goal of the
season to tie it up.
The comeback wasalmost tharwted
minutes later. With only 7:45 left in
2-- 1,

photo by SARAH WALTON

Damon Rossi '96 makes alunge
for the ball.

regulation, the Marauders were
awarded a penalty kick. But Elliott
rose to the occasion. stopping the shot
and preserving the tie.
The Scots finish the regular season
with three home games against Tiff
(Oct. 23). Allegheny (Oct. 27) and
Ken yon (Oct 30).
"All of our games are big ones from
now on," said Nye. "We need to win
them all to be considered for the tournament."
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phoio by BRITTANY BLXLARD

scored the winning touchdown.

The reknowned Scot pipers lead the Fighting Scot football team onto
the field during the October 9 game against Oberiin. Tomorrow,
the Scots take on Ohio Wesleyan in the team's Homecoming
Weekend game. At halftime, seniors wDl receive a bronze key chain
in a special ceremony. The football game features the Battling
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan and their 4--0 record against Wooster,
Kw--h

Km an

mnnll

vmrmA

rt 71 afuf

Coast Athletic Conference play.

4--

Hard-nose-
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The Pittsburgh Steelers and the
Cleveland Browns will meet for the
87th time Sunday in Cleveland Stadium. There will be two important
things on the line when the two teams
meet onSunday. The first will befirst
place in the American Football Conference Central Division. Both the
Steelers and the Browns boast 2
records coming into Sunday's game.
The second is the intense football
rivalry which exists between the two
cities.
Pittsburgh and Cleveland are known
cities, whose apto be
proach to football reflect the attitudes
d
defensive
of their cities.
football coupled wuh a bruising running anack is the approach of the two
teams. The Browns boast a proud
tradition of football excellence dating
back to the NFL Championships of
the 1950's and before. However, the
Browns have fallen on hard times
since then, enjoying only intermittent
success. In the decade of the 80s, the
Browns found their greatest success
since their heyday in the 50s. Cleveland made it to the AFC Championship four times in the 1980s. All four
of the games ended in frustration for
the Browns and their fans.
In 1980. the Raiders were able to
beat the Browns as quarterback Brian
Sipe threw an interception as the
Browns were driving for the winning
touchdown. The Browns and their
fans were crushed.
In 1986. the Browns were leading
the Denver Broncos with less than a
minute remaining when Denver and
John El way took the ball 93 yards and
blue-coll- ar

Pipers lead the
Scots to the field
.

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

nmrrf r
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Again, the Browns and their fans were
crushed.
In 1987, the Browns once again
faced off against the Broncos. This
time around, as the Browns were driving for the apparent winning touchdown, Ernest Byner coughed the ball

upon the goal line, allowing the Broncos to take over and run the clock out
Once again, the Browns and their fans
are crushed.
In 1988, the Browns are handily
defeated by. who else, but the Denver
Broncos. The Browns and their fans
are crushedin 1993, the Cleveland
Browns began their season at
surprising everyone. The Monday
Night victory over the San Francisco
49ers opened the eyes of everyone to
the poten tial of a return to glory for the
Browns. On Sunday, the Browns will
have the opportunity to own sole possession of first place in the AFC Central. All they have to do is get through
their heated rival, the Steelers.
While the Browns were flourishing
in the 1950s and before, the Steelers
were turning out losing after losing
season. It was not until owner Art
Rooney hired Charles Henry Noll as
the Steelers coach in 1969. Pittsburgh
mark in Noll's first
compiled a
season in 1969. Following that, the
Steelers became consistently better
through the early 1970s.
In 1974, 1975. 1978, and 1979. the
Steelers reached the pinnacle of football winning the Super Bowl against
Minnesota. Dallas (twice), and the
Los Angeles Rams. However, the
Steelers came down to earth in the
k
1980s, becoming a
team. The Steelers reached the
AFC Championship Game only once
in the 80s. That occurred in 1984,
when Miami and Dan Marino defeated the Steelers
In 1992, Noll retired and gave way
to a fiery ,
old Pittsburgh-bohead coach named Bill Cowher.
Cowher breathed life into the dormant Steelers resulting in a 11-- 5
record, and home field advantage in
the AFC playoffs. In 1993,Pittsburgh
sorted off 0--2 and rebounded to their
current 2 record.
Pittsburgh and Cleveland have been
havens for football and football talent
for many years. In all, the Browns
3-- 0,

1--

13

middle-of-the-pac-

45-2- 8.

35-ye-

4--

ar

m

series,
have dominated the
winning 51 to the Steelers 35. However, since the division realignment
in 1970, the Steelers lead the series
all-ti-

me

26-2-0.

Homefield advantage is everything
in the series between the Steelers and
theBrowns. Since theSteelers moved
into Three Rivers Stadium in 1970,
Pittsburgh has won 19of the 23 games
the two teams have played there. In
OevelandStadiumheiiraTrTE bold
a 16-- 7 advantage.
ad- -'
The reason for this home-fiel- d
vantage lies in the fact that both venues are very difficult places to play
for the opposition, especially if the
team is either the Steelers or the
Browns. In Pittsburgh, the seating is
arranged in such a way mat the 60,000
fans seem to be right on top of the
players on the field. The loud, boisterous Steeler fans, dressed in the
ominous black and gold colors of
their city, waive their Terrible Towels" and scream at the top of their
lungs. The
"Blast Furnace"
is a very difficult place to play . As the
large sign says, where the opposition
enters the field, "You're in Steeler
Country."
Cleveland Stadium is an equally
difficult place in which to play. The
80 XXX)
are known to be among
the loudest in professional football,
especially the Dawg Pound which
lies behind one end zone. The inhabitants of the Dawg Pound, wearing
the brown and orange colors of their
team, throw biscuits, bark, and loudly
support their, team.
Regardless of whether you are from
Western Pennsylvania, Northeast
Ohio, or anywhere else in the country, a SteelersBrowns game is one
worth watching. The rivalry between
the two teams is rich in history. Both
teams entertain a healthy dislike for
each other, and that always adds to a
good football game. Either way, the
Steelers-Browgame on Sunday is
definitely worth watching.
so-call- ed

fs

ns
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Lisa Hall, currently
st
boasts 45 shutouts, and a
average of 0.8. Drescher
was called up to the starting position when Hall sustained leg
fracture early in the season.
In addition to her key defensive role with the Scots' women's
soccer team, Drescher is active in
SGA.

CarolAhnondhasbeennamed
head coach of die women's basketball and tennis teams at the
College of Wooster. A 1979
graduate of Appalachian State
University, Almond succeeds
Chris Hart, who coached both
sports for seven years. Prior to
coming toWooster.Almond was
an assistant basketball coach at
Appalachian State for the past
As a
six years
and
player, she earned
honors in each of
her four seasons. Shealso served
for three years,
as a
and following her collegiate career, her jersey was retired and
she was inducted into the Appalachian State HaQ of Fame.

Compiled wilh information
provided by Sews Services.

Compiled with information
provided by News Services

Denise Drescher 97, a first-yestudent from Hudson, Ohio
currently holds die the top spot in
the NCAC goalkccping tally.
ar

Drescher, who replaced

stymies
id's 0 win

Carol Almond
named coach

Drescher
leads
NCAC
Ail-Ameri- can

goals-again-

(1986-1992-

).

all-sta-

te

all-confere- nce

co-capta-

in

3--

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Defense wins football games. All
coaches know this, some better man
others. Wooster bead coach Bob
Tucker knows mis very weD. Tucker
saw his Fighting Scot football team
lost at the hands of Denison 0 last
Saturday. The loss drops the Scots'
overall record to 4 and their North
Coast Athk conference mark to
field goal by Denison's
A
Terry Magm at the 3:32 mark of the
second quarter comprised all of the
scoring in the game.
The Scots and me Big Red proved
to be two very evenly matched teams.
Denison gained 222 total yards from
sainimage whileWoostergained 207.
The game saw an astounding nine
turnovers, five by Wooster and four
by Denison.
"Wooster rivalry with Denison
dates back over 100 years. We were
up for the game, but we were
inconsistent on offense. We did play
2--

2-- 3.

40-ya- rd

well defensively, though," said

students and graduates who can
fill the shoes of a Marine Corps officer. That'i a pretty tall order.
It means leading other Marines. Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something no civilian job offers you at 26.
If you think you're a red company person, see your .
Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details.

fourtb-and-seve-

ucker

35-ya-rd

1-800-M-

--

?r- -

By LAUREN COHEN
Dense fog hung over Carl Dale
Memorial Field, casting a pall over
the women's soccer game, and providing an appropriate backdrop as the
Scots were dealt a 0 loss by the
hands of the Case Western Reserve
University Spartans Wednesday.
Although Wooster has lost two of
to nKBtrecem three games, the women
have managed to stay on the winning
side of --500. The team's record now
stands at
The Scots' first loss, a 0 defeat,
came last Wednesday, October 13,
2--

&

J

--

8-7--1.

TttFem TbtPnmL

TbeAiJtrmes.

For more information on Officer Programs, please see
Captain Kirk Shawhan at the Lowry Student Center
onOctober 26, 1 993 from 1 030 a.m. to 1 30 p.m. or
call
available for men and women.
are
Pilot Slots
1-800-84-

2-2771.

photo by BRnTANY BULLARD

Tailback John Graebing '96 extends his body for a first down against
Oberfin on October 9.
very strong Wednesday practice,
which u a good sign of how we're
going to play come Saturday. If we
play a physical brand of football
against them Ohio Wesleyan, we'll
do fine."
SCOTNOTES: This will be the 38th
meeting between Wooster and Ohio
Wesleyan with the Bishops holding a
lead in the series. Ohio
Wesleyan has won the last three in a
row by a combined score of 140-12 ..Wooster has been outscored
in the second half this season,
2
including a 40-- 9 deficit in the third
quarter......5olis carried the ball a
career-hig- h
24 times against the Big
Red ,1 inebacker Jeremy Harris '97
made his first career interception
against Denison.

regardless of who the kicker was.
Bright spots for the Scots included
tailback Mark Solis '95 who ran for
78 yards on 24 carries. Also, flanker
Rick Fox '94 caught four passes for
94 yards.

Defensively, cornerback Sly
Slaughter '97 intercepted two passes,
returning them for 33 yards.
Linebacker Geoff Jamison '96 made
13 tackles and broke up one pass.
Defensive tackle Bob Coma '94 had
12tackles
Tomorrow, Wooster hosts Ohio
Wesleyan, who is undefeated 4--0 in
conference play, for Homecoming.
The game will be played at Papp
Stadium at 1:30. .
Tucker feels that the Scots will give
the Bishops a struggle. "We had a

21-16-

-1

74-2-

Women remain above .500
losses
despite recent mid-wee- k

-.
.

n,

17-yardline,T-

ARINES.

O """

v

3--

Tucker.
The most promising opportunity
the Scots had to score occurred with
seven minutes remaining in the game.
The Scots, behind the strong passing
of quarterback Scott Amstutz 97,
drove deep into Denison territory.
' However, on a
from theDenison
decided togoforitrather than attempt
field goaL
a game-tyin-g
Placekicker Setfa Carpien '97 had
been pcrmanentiy dismissed from the
team priortoSatiirday'i game. Asked
if this fact weighed upon his decision
not to kick tr field goal. Tucker said,
"No. I would not have kicked

,W're looking for a4w good college

."V

-

1--

against Ohio Wesleyan.

Even

goaltertder)ertiseDrescher's'97five
saves were not enough to keep Ohio
Wesleyan from scoring. Late in me
first period, Ohio Wesleyan' Jenny
Dunbar managed to boot one in, giv

ing the Lady Bishops the edge over
the Scots. Although Wooster offense attempted 17 shots on goal in
the October 13 game, they were not
able to produce.
But while most of Wooster had
gone into hiding for fall break by last
Friday, the Lady Scots' came back
from Wednesday's defeat to crush
Oberlin by a score of
Wooster just couldn't get over the
hump as Wednesday rolled
around again. The Scots lost to the
Spartans by a score of
Drescher, who replaced injured
Lisa Hall '94, leads the
North Coast AthleticConference with
45 shutouts, and a per game 0.8 goals,
against average.
Individually, Larisa Fricsons '95
leads the Lady Scots in scoring with
seven goals.
6-- 0.
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"photo by SARAH WALTON

Clarissa Roberts '94 moves the
ball downfiekL
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Lady Scots defeat Benison

5-- 3
--

Bj MASK HUGH

rrn

The fkld hockey learn defeated a
tough Denison leara 3 on Wednesoverall
day raise ia record id
in the NCAC The team is
and
currently playing ia best hockey of
the season winmng fair ma row and
scoring many goals.

The Fighting Scot men's soccer

5--

team finished op their road schedule
on a positive note, defeating Case
Western Reserve 0 in overtime in
Cleveland on Wednesday. The win
cappedasoccessfdweekfarWoosier,
who defeated Messiah
to tie Mlllersville 2 over the
The Scott record
overall,
in the
stands at

7-9- -2

3-5--2

1--

l-Oandr-

allicd

Prior to Wednesday's victory,
WoostertzxvekdlothelstraJlegiooal
Tournament inLociiviDf., IT mmrky.
The tournament, which was marred
by constant rains and muddy fields,
may have been me break the Lady
Scots desperately Deeded. Wooster
dominated the tournament defeating
Bcllarmrne 1 m overtime then
two opponents Univ.of
the Sooth and Centre by combined
score of 10-The team hoped to maintain its new
found scoring touch against Denison
who brought an impressive 124-- 1
record into the game.
The game, played in a deep log.
began with Denison patting immediate pressure on Wooster's defense,
but never really posing any serious
threat of scoring. Once Denison's
initial pressure was stymied, Wooster
sealed down and began to make crisp
passes and maintained a strong defensive effort However, with 6:19 remaining in the first period a Denison
player broke through Wooster's defense and beat goal tender Erin
lead. The
Dreisadt 96 to take a
period ended win Denison m the
lead, but the lead did not test long.
Daring the break Coach Rose most
have delivered a real motivational
speech because Wooster was a PtaDy
different team the second half. Supposedly, she told mem if they won
there would not be practice the fbl- 2--

shot-tmgtheirn-

week-endinPennsyrva-

2--

8-5--3

nia.

3-2--1

NCAC
The Scots entered the game against
Case having failed to win an overtime
game this season, dropping one and
tying three. But the Scots got it right
this time, thanks to help from the
bench.
With only 29 seconds left in the
overtime, March
first
Dazdie 96 scored the only goal of the
game, his second of the season.
The play was set up by Bob Leonard
brought the ball to the
96. Lec
right side of the box. After faking his

ext

t

0.

1- -0

defender several times, Leonard
crossed the ball wim his right foot. It

by PTTE2 JAMES.

15-min- me

-

-

-

'-

-

-

-

-

photo by BRITTANY BULXARD

J21 Chokey 95 tries to etude a Centre CoOege defender ia the Lady
Scots' victory.

lowing day; whatever was said
worked.
Wooster started me second period
by driving deep into Denison's end
and getting a quick goal by Caroline
Robinson 9S who received a nice
assist on the play by Meg Wood 95.
This was the beginning of the end for
Denison. Wooster kept attacking and
attacking and scored another goal

shortly after.

This time Lisa

Ostermuller 94 snapped the ball past
a dazed Dernson goalie. Ostermuller
was not finished barely three minutes
later she struck again to put Wooster
op
Wooster began to play a more ded
fensive game after OstermuDer's
goaL The defense held tough and
3-- 1.

sec-on-

virtually shut the Denison offense
down, but at &34 a Denison player
poked a shot past Dreistadt and the
Denison's goal awakscore was
ened Wooster's offense and two minits
uses later Wooster
dominance wiiha blistering slap shot
by Jill Chokey 95. After Chokey's
goal it was Wendy Perkins 96 turn to
drive a nail in Denison's coffin.
Perkins positioned herself m front of
Denison's goalie and took on three
opposing players as she hacked a shot
into the goaL The game ended on a
strange note with Denison scoring
with one second left to make the
but the outcome was long decided.
The Lady Scots host Earlham Saturday afternoon.

traveled through the goal mouth and
past the goalkeeper, where Dazdie
knocked into the back of the net for
the goaL
"Bob did a great job
and getting down deep in the box,"
said Nye. "He did all the work so
March just had to get the inside track
on his defender and pot it in.
Since Leonard was moved to forward from his defender position, he
has been the Scots best offensive
player.
ThecelebrationovaDadrie'sgame
winning goal was almost premature.
With about eight minutes to play in
the second overtime. Case forward
Mark Ruegsegger broke past the Scot
defense and bad a clearrun at the goaL
But Paul Elliott '97 scrambled out of
the goal and cut down the shooting
angle., making a spectacular kick save
that preserved the win.
please see SCOTS, page 10
one-on-o-ne

3-- 2.

re-establis-

hed

'

5-- 3,

Wheeler Spaulding: more than your
average cross country runner
Distance rurmen have a reputation
tor being free spirits, and that may
hrp to explain the unique, offbeat
and sometimes rany nature ofWhecfcr
SpaukSng 94. .
A talented athlete, Spaulding has
developed a reputation for practical
jokes, pranks and other chicanery that
both amuses and annoys his team- -

During bii first three years at
Wooster. Spaulding has lettered in
both cross country and outdoor track.
Coast Athletic
He earned
Conference honors a season ago and
is a captain of this year's cross country team. But it is his sense of humor
that sets him aparL
He calls fpmrif the team comedian, and according to head coach
DemrisRice headways comes up with

the right thing to say at the right time.
One of Spaulding's favoriie tricks
is to dress op for picture day. This
year, be showed op in scuba gear,
complete with spear gun and fishing
net. Several yean ago, he came
dressed up like Evel KnieveL but the
most shocking was the time he wore a
fake cast, the sight of which nearly
caused his coach to have a heart attack.

But there is a positive side to
Spaulding's antics.
Tie is a good influence on the
team," says Rice. "He is a pleasure to
coach and a real learn player."
Now at the end of his career.
Spaulding b looking to have some
fun and produce some laughs along
the way.
Compiled with information
provided by News Services
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Samrda) TifSn (H)
Wed Allegheny (H)
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3.-0-0

3.-0-0
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Quote of the week

This was the most enjoyable

voQeybaQ:

Saturday 5LMarys (A)
Wed. Allegheny (A)

3.-0-0

i
phoio by BRITTANY BULLARD

The Wooster Cheerleaders perform during a Fighting Scot football
game at Joha Papp Stadiom.

The upcoming week in Sports:

All-Nor- th

Ihil

Saturday Oberlin(H) 12.O0
Saturday Wittenberg (H)
Tuesday Kenyon (A)
Thursday Walsh (H)
3.-0-0

time

I have ever had at a

ballpark.!

6.-0-0

football:
Sac Ohio Wesleyan (H)

1

30

field hockey:
Saturday Earlham (H) 1:00

7.-0-0

ESPN baseball analyst Peter
Gammons on Game Four cf the
World Series

